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Cox Business and Wynn Las Vegas
Increase Connectivity
Connectivity enhancements come as Wynn Las Vegas plans for convention center expansion Cox
Business and Wynn Las Vegas continue to power CES exhibitor and guest experiences
LAS VEGAS and ATLANTA– November 19, 2019 – Cox Business announced
today that it will support longtime partner Wynn Las Vegas in its forthcoming
convention center expansion, slated to open in February 2020, with increased
connectivity in order to maintain an unparalleled guest experience.

The expansion more than doubles the rentable meeting and convention space
at Wynn and Encore by adding 300,000 new rentable square feet, raising the
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rooftop solar panels, an industry first for a gaming operator in Nevada.
Since the resort’s debut in April 2005, Cox Business and Hospitality Network have powered the Wynn and
Encore meeting and convention space by providing managed Wi-Fi services. Dedicated high-speed internet and
wireless capabilities consistently ensure uninterrupted connections for the thousands of guests the resort
welcomes during any given event.
Cox Business currently services Wynn and Encore and will nearly double the Cisco access points and Cisco
Wireless Switches on the property, blanketing the convention center with connectivity.
“It’s imperative that guests to our convention space have a dedicated and dependable online experience, from
presentations to personal device connectivity. Partnering with Cox Business has allowed us to confidently offer
that experience consistently through the years,” said Chris Flatt, EVP of Hotel Sales at Wynn Las Vegas.
“As tourism and business development continues to expand in southern Nevada, Cox Business continues to be

a driving force enabling that progress. It’s our goal to create a more connected Strip, allowing guests of Wynn
and Encore to have the best online experience possible while visiting any part of the resort,” said Derrick Hill,
vice president at Cox Business Las Vegas. “By furthering our over decade-long relationship with Wynn and
Encore, we continue to provide visitors with the fast and reliable connectivity that they expect from these fivestar resorts.”
To learn more about Cox Business and its suite of hospitality services, please visit coxbusiness.com.

###
About Cox Business
The commercial division of Cox Communications, Cox Business provides voice, data and video services for more
than 355,000 small and regional businesses nationwide, including health care providers; K−12 and higher
education; financial institutions; and federal, state and local government organizations. The organization also
serves most of the top-tier wireless and wireline telecommunications carriers in the U.S. through its wholesale
division. For more information, please visit www.coxbusiness.com.
About Cox Communications
Cox Communications is committed to creating meaningful moments of human connection through broadband
applications and services. The largest private telecom company in America, we proudly serve six million homes
and businesses across 18 states. We're dedicated to empowering others to build a better future and celebrate
diverse products, people, suppliers, communities and the characteristics that makes each one unique. Cox
Communications is the largest division of Cox Enterprises, a family-owned business founded in1898 by Governor
James M. Cox.
About Wynn Las Vegas
Wynn Resorts is the recipient of more Forbes Travel Guide Five Star Awards than any other independent hotel
company in the world and was once again named the best resort in Nevada on Condé Nast Traveler's 2019
"Gold List," a title received for the twelfth time. Wynn and Encore Las Vegas consist of two luxury hotel towers
with a total of 4,748 spacious hotel rooms, suites and villas. The resort features approximately 192,000 square
feet of casino space, 22 signature dining experiences, 11 bars, two award-winning spas, approximately 560,000
square feet of meeting and convention space, approximately 160,000 square feet of retail space as well as two
theaters, two nightclubs, a beach club and recreation and leisure facilities. Wynn Las Vegas recently unveiled
the new Wynn Golf Club and 18-hole, 129-acre championship golf course, and in February 2020 will debut a
430,000-square-foot meeting and convention space expansion powered by 100 percent renewable energy. For
more information on Wynn and Encore Las Vegas, visit press.wynnlasvegas.com, or follow
on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook.
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